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1. Introduction
The displacement history of faults, along with the 
magnitude of their associated destructive earthquakes, 
provides essential data to assess the recurrence interval 
of earthquakes and to estimate the likelihood of their 
occurrence in the future (e.g., McCalpin, 2009). Generally, 
major earthquakes produced by faults have recurrence 
intervals of several hundred years (e.g., Molnar, 1979; 
Scholz, 2002). This has been demonstrated in the historical 
and instrumental earthquake records from around the 
world: e.g., Turkey (Ambraseys, 1971), Greece (Pantosti 
et al., 1996; Pavlides, 1996; Caputo et al., 1998), and 
northeastern China (Lee et al., 1976). The oldest known 
historical records of earthquakes report earthquakes in 
eastern Crete and Sodom (Judaea, in the vicinity of the 
Dead Sea) in the Eastern Mediterranean region, which 
occurred between 2100 and 1700 BCE (Shebalin et al., 
1974; Soysal et al., 1981; Ambraseys, 2009). However, 
instrumental recording of destructive earthquakes only 
began at the end of the 19th century. 
The time span covered by the historical and 
instrumental archives is too short for the full reconstruction 
of earthquake recurrence intervals on the order of 
thousands of years. Nevertheless, the analysis of the long-
term seismic behavior of faults with recurrence intervals 
of >1000 years based on the existing records can wrongly 
imply inactivity of the respective fault. Misestimation of 
such fault behavior can cause extensive devastation of 
urban areas and their infrastructure and the loss of many 
thousands of lives. Therefore, accurate seismic data that 
predate the existing written archives are vital in assessing 
the vulnerability of settlements and designing systems to 
mitigate the effects of earthquakes. 
Seismic data that precede instrumental and historical 
data are generally tracked by paleoseismological trenching, 
which is the most common method applied to determine 
the displacements of faults and recurrence intervals of 
earthquakes (e.g., McCalpin, 2009). In this technique, 
the amount of displacement is determined according to 
the offset of clear piercing points, such as soil horizons, 
folds, fissures, and channel structures. The timing of the 
earthquakes is then indirectly dated, mostly by 14C and/or 
optically stimulated luminescence methods, depending on 
the type of materials contained in the sampling horizons. 
Abstract: Fault scarps in carbonates are structures well suited to 36Cl analysis of paleoearthquakes to reconstruct the seismic history 
using cosmogenic 36Cl. In this study, we measured cosmogenic 36Cl concentrations in 117 samples along one of the active faults in 
Western Anatolia, the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp, to reconstruct the age of paleoearthquakes along with their slip amounts, beyond the 
available historical and instrumental archives. Our results indicate four periods of high seismic activity on the Priene–Sazlı Fault since 
the early Holocene at 8.1 ± 2.0, 6.0 ± 1.5, 3.7 ± 0.9, and 2.2 ± 0.5 ka, with slips of 3.4 ± 0.5, 1.5 ± 0.2, 1.4 ± 0.2, and 1.5 ± 0.2 m, respectively. 
These ruptures mostly occurred as clusters of earthquakes with magnitudes of up to 6.7–7.0 during the Holocene. Estimated slip rates 
on the fault are greater than 0.3, 0.7, 0.6, and 1.0 mm/year from the oldest to the youngest modeled earthquakes. In addition, the long-
term slip rate is 0.7 mm/year. This means that the Priene–Sazlı fault can be considered as a low to moderately seismogenic fault, based 
upon the recurrence interval.
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The best direct evidence for past earthquakes is bedrock 
fault scarps since they are the only remaining indication 
of seismic activity. The pace of seismic ruptures on a fault 
plane can be traced by terrestrial cosmogenic nuclides 
produced in situ; hence, episodes of dormancy and activity 
can directly be deciphered (e.g., Cowie et al., 2017). So 
far, 36Cl seems to be the only suitable cosmogenic nuclide 
for use in the analysis of past ruptures, although other 
nuclides, such as cosmogenic 10Be, have been tested in a 
few studies (e.g., Kong et al., 2010). 
Western Turkey is subject to intensive seismic activity 
and has records of many destructive earthquakes in history 
(Figures 1 and 2). High seismic activity and consequent 
normal faulting in carbonate bedrock make this region an 
ideal natural laboratory to investigate periods of seismic 
activity beyond the historical and instrumental data. It is 
essentially characterized by well-exposed limestone scarps 
beside Quaternary sedimentary basins (Figures 1 and 3) 
(e.g., Gürer et al., 2001; Sümer et al., 2013). 
With this focus, we investigated the paleoseismic 
history of the Priene–Sazlı Fault from the early Holocene 
onwards and determined its seismic behavior. Therefore, 
our objectives are to: (1) identify past ruptures and 
reconstruct the chronology of the Priene–Sazlı Fault 
activity; (2) determine the average slip rates; (3) calculate 
the recurrence period of destructive earthquakes; and (4) 
estimate the magnitude of future earthquakes. To achieve 
these goals, we selected a well-exposed surface on the 
Priene–Sazlı Fault at the lowermost level of successive 
scarps. This site is close to the epicenter of the 1955 CE 
earthquake and the ancient city of Priene. A total of 117 
samples along four strips were collected for cosmogenic 
36Cl analysis. We used the Fault Scarp Dating Tool (FSDT) 
(Tikhomirov, 2014), a MATLAB code developed to analyze 
measured cosmogenic 36Cl concentrations (Appendix C). 
According to our results and based on the modeled vertical 
components of slips, the Priene–Sazlı Fault experienced 
at least four major periods of earthquakes with average 
magnitude of 6.8 during the Holocene. 
2. Western Anatolian Extensional Province
The complex deformation framework of the Mediterranean 
region is a result of the collision of the African and 
Eurasian plates in the Alpine–Himalayan belt (e.g., Dewey 
and Şengör, 1979; Şengör and Yılmaz, 1981; Jackson and 
McKenzie, 1988). The African plate is subducting beneath 
the Aegean plate at a rate of up to 40 mm/year, parallel to 
the Hellenic arc (Shaw and Jackson, 2010). This framework 
contains one of the most seismically active regions in 
the world, namely the 300-km-wide Western Anatolian 
Extensional Province (inset map in Figure 1) (e.g., Dewey 
and Şengör, 1979; Şengör et al., 1985; Seyitoğlu and 
Scott, 1991; Taymaz et al., 1991; Pavlides, 1996). Western 
Anatolia is characterized by roughly E-W trending major 
graben systems, such as the Büyük Menderes, Küçük 
Menderes, and Gediz (Figure 1). The initiation of the 
extensional tectonic regime and its rate is still debated. 
There are two main points of view regarding the beginning 
of graben formation: (1) the age of extension is defined to 
be Upper Miocene (Serravallian-Tortonian) or younger 
(e.g., Dumont et al., 1979; Şengör, 1979; Angelier et al., 
1981; Yılmaz et al., 2000; Gürer et al., 2009); and (2) some 
grabens such as the Büyük Menderes and Gediz are older 
structures formed since the end of the Oligocene-Lower 
Miocene (e.g., Seyitoğlu and Scott, 1992; Seyitoğlu et al., 
1992, Emre and Sözbilir, 1997; Sözbilir, 2005). The rate 
of extension is also controversial and ranges from 6 to 30 
mm/year (Eyidoğan, 1988; Aktug et al., 2009; Oner and 
Dilek, 2011).
2.1. The Büyük Menderes Graben and Priene–Sazlı Fault
The Büyük Menderes Graben (BMG) is a roughly arc-
shaped structure, 140 km long and 2–14 km wide (e.g., 
Seyitoğlu and Scott, 1992; Bozkurt ,2000; Çiftçi and 
Bozkurt, 2009; Gürer et al., 2009). The graben system 
extends from the Denizli Basin in the east (E-W trending) 
to the Aegean Sea in the west (NE-SW) (Figure 1). The 
Menderes Massif borders the BMG to the north and 
south. The gentle topography of the southern part of 
the graben, in comparison to the northern side, gives 
rise to its asymmetric morphology (Gürer et al., 2009). 
Furthermore, the central part of the graben is lower than 
both the western and eastern parts. The Büyük Menderes 
Fault Zone is the northern border of the BMG horst-graben 
structure, with faulting extending along the entire length 
of its northern edge (Figure 1). The fault zone is composed 
of six main segments, each with individual morphological 
and geological characteristics. These segments form 
an en-echelon structure, in which the lengths and 
geomorphological heights of the segments increase from 
7 to 40 km and from 1 to 200 m, respectively, from east 
to west (Altunel et al., 2009; Emre et al., 2016). Along 
the active Büyük Menderes Fault Zone, well-exposed 
archeological sites (e.g., Priene) have been discovered, 
where destructive earthquakes caused damage during 
both the historical period and the 20th century (Figure 3) 
(Altunel, 1998; Yönlü et al., 2010). 
The Priene–Sazlı Fault is located at the westernmost 
end of the Büyük Menderes Graben (Figures 1 and 3). 
The fault is the longest in the entire Büyük Menderes 
Fault Zone and extends along the margin of Samsun 
Mountain (Figure 3). Altunel et al. (2009) considered 
the Priene–Sazlı Fault to be 30 km long, whereas Sümer 
et al. (2013) asserted that the total fault length is 37 km 
(including the 30-km Priene segment and a section of the 
Sazlıköy segment of Altunel et al., 2009), based on the 
similarity of the geometry and kinematics. According to 
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Figure 1. Simplified geological map of Western Anatolia (modified after Hancock and Barka, 1987; Akçar et al., 2012; Sümer et al., 
2013). The yellow star shows the location of the sampling site for this study on the Priene–Sazlı Fault. The yellow squares mark the 
location of the sampling sites on the Mugırtepe Fault (Akçar et al., 2012) and Manastır Fault (Tikhomirov, 2014) within the Manisa Fault 
Zone. The black box gives the location of Figure 3.
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Sümer et al. (2013), the Priene and Sazlıköy segments are 
probably connected around Söke, even though tracing 
the segments is difficult due to the overburden of alluvial 
fan deposits. The longest length suggested for the fault 
is 40 km (Duman et al., 2011; Emre et al., 2013, 2016). 
However, in this study we use the surface rupture length 
of the fault, which is given as 35 km on the active fault 
map of Turkey (Şaroğlu et al., 1992). The seismogenic 
depth of the Priene–Sazlı Fault is unknown, but 
according to a seismic stratigraphic study of the BMG, 
the faults in this region were traced to a depth of about 
12–16 km (Duman et al., 2016), which is interpreted as 
the transition boundary between the rigid upper crust 
and the ductile lower crust (Çifçi et al., 2011). 
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Figure 2. Seismotectonic map of Büyük Menderes Graben and surrounding area showing locations of (a) historical earthquakes (Collection Academique, 
1766; Broughton, 1938; Calvi, 1941; Dikmen, 1952; Pınar and Lahn, 1952; Ergin et al., 1967; Öcal, 1968; Karnik, 1971; Shebalin et al., 1974; Ambraseys, 
1975; Soysal et al., 1981; Guidoboni et al., 1994; Ambraseys, 2009); (b) instrumental earthquakes; and (c) selected focal mechanism solution (FMS) of 
the instrumental earthquakes (1, 2, 4: McKenzie, 1972; 3: Canıtez and Üçer, 1967; 5, 6: Kalafat, 1998; 7: Taymaz, 1993; 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, 16: Harvard 
Centroid Moment Tensor Project CMT, Harvard University, www.globalcmt.org/CMTsearch; 9: Tan and Taymaz, 2001; 11: Tan and Taymaz, 2003; 13: 
Taymaz et al., 2004; 17, 12: Kalafat et al., 2009; 18, 31: National Observatory of Athens, Greece, bbnet.gein.noa.gr; 19, 22: Istituto Nazionale di Geofisica 
e Vulcanologia, Italy, http://istituto.ingv.it/; 21, 28, 29, 30: Boğaziçi University Kandilli Observatory and Earthquake Research Institute, koeri.boun.
edu.tr/scripts/lst4.asp; 23, 25, 26, 27, 32: Republic of Turkey Prime Ministry Disaster & Emergency Management Presidency-Earthquake Research 
Department (AFAD-ERD), https://www.afad.gov.tr/en/; 24: United States Geological Survey National Earthquake Information Center, earthquake.usgs.
gov/contactus/golden/neic.php).
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In general, the northeastern sections of the Priene–Sazlı 
Fault segment are structurally characterized by strike-slip 
striation representing dextral and sinistral movements, 
which are later overprinted by an oblique-slip normal 
component (Sümer et al., 2013). The southwestern section 
of the fault, however, is dominated by dip-slip lineations 
along with minor dextral movement. These oblique and 
dip slips are observed along the entire length of the fault 
segments. Thus, the Priene–Sazlı Fault is a reactivated 
structure initiated in the Miocene as a dextral strike-slip 
fault, whose movement later changed to sinistral strike-
slip. The fault was reactivated again during the Quaternary 
as an oblique to dip-slip normal fault (Sümer et al., 2013). 
The activity on the fault during the Quaternary is proven 
by development of lateral alluvial fans near Atburgazı in 
the late Pleistocene, which were intersected and uplifted 
by the new segment of the fault (e.g., Gürer et al., 2001 and 
references therein). Near Söke, the fault cut and uplifted the 
Late Pliocene to Pleistocene sedimentary sequence, which 
contains an ash layer that is at least 950 ka old, indicating 
at least one period of activity since the Calabrian (Early 
Pleistocene) (after Sümer et al., 2012). 
The study area includes three main groups of rocks: 
(1) basement rocks, mainly the Mesozoic Cycladic Massif; 
(2) Miocene Söke Basin-fill units; and (3) post-Miocene 
Söke–Milet Basin fill units (Sümer et al., 2012). The 
Quaternary Söke–Milet Basin constitutes the hanging-
wall of the Priene–Sazlı Fault (Figures 3 and 4). The 
Priene–Sazlı Fault generally juxtaposes the Quaternary 
sediments of the Söke–Milet Basin with the Cycladic 
Massif in the footwall, which largely consists of marble and 
recrystallized limestone (Figure 3). 
Two significant seismic events are known to have 
occurred on the Priene–Sazlı Fault. The first destructive 
earthquake occurred in 68 CE with an epicenter at the 
northeastern end of the fault segment, south of Söke, and 
with an intensity of VII according to the historical records 
(Ergin et al., 1967) (Figure 3). The second, the Söke–Balat 
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earthquake, occurred on 16 July 1955 (M = 6.8) (Öcal, 
1958). Its epicenter was close to the ancient city of Priene 
with a focal depth of 7.1 km (Kadirioğlu et al., 2018), similar 
to the focal depth of the majority of earthquakes that have 
occurred in this region (Çifçi et al., 2011). In this disaster, 
23 people were killed and more than 470 buildings were 
damaged, mostly in the cities of Söke and Balat (ancient 
Miletus), 15 km south of ancient Priene (Figure 3).
3. Fault scarp dating 
3.1. Background
Fault scarp dating with cosmogenic nuclides has been 
used during the last two decades to estimate the timing 
of ruptures that predate the available earthquake archives. 
36Cl is the most common cosmogenic nuclide, which 
is used for dating nonquartz-bearing lithologies such 
as carbonates. Fault scarp dating with cosmogenic 36Cl 
was first introduced by Zreda and Noller (1998), with 
reconstruction of six prehistoric seismic activity ages in 
the Hebgen Lake fault scarp, Montana, USA. Afterwards, 
the time-slip histories of limestone fault scarps were 
modeled in several locations in the Eastern Mediterranean 
and the Middle East (Mitchell et al., 2001; Benedetti et al., 
2002, 2003, 2013; Palumbo et al., 2004; Schlagenhauf et al., 
2010, 2011; Akçar et al., 2012; Mouslopoulou et al. 2014; 
Tikhomirov, 2014; Tesson et al., 2016; Cowie et al., 2017; 
Beck et al., 2018; Mechernich et al., 2018). In addition, 10Be, 
14C, and 26Al cosmogenic nuclides were tested for dating of 
fault scarps (Harrington et al., 2000; Kong et al., 2010).
Mitchell et al. (2001) modeled three distinct periods 
of paleoseismic activity using cosmogenic 36Cl surface 
fault-scarp dating on the Nahef East Fault scarp, Israel. 
Benedetti et al. (2002) studied the Sparta Normal Fault 
scarp (Greece) and reconstructed six seismic events 
including the 464 BCE Sparta earthquake. Furthermore, 
Benedetti et al. (2003) identified three rupture events on 
the Kaparelli Fault, Greece, that occurred between 10 
and 20 ka. Palumbo et al. (2004) reported five to seven 
seismic ruptures during the last 12 ka at one site on the 
Mangola Fault, Italy. Schlagenhauf et al. (2010) developed 
a new MATLAB code and reprocessed the cosmogenic 36Cl 
data from the Mangola Fault (Palumbo et al., 2004). They 
discovered the same number of events as Palumbo et al. 
(2004), but determined the events to be younger by about 
3–5 ka. Schlagenhauf et al. (2011) sampled four additional 
sites on the Velino–Magnola Fault and reconstructed an age-
slip history of a minimum of nine major ruptures over the 
last 15 ka based on the results from the five sites (including 
one from Palumbo et al., 2004). Akçar et al. (2012) applied 
the MATLAB code of Schlagenhauf et al. (2011) to the 
Mugırtepe Fault in the Manisa Fault Zone, Turkey to model 
measured cosmogenic 36Cl (Figure 1). They proposed two 
scenarios for the exposure of the fault, including one or 
two seismic event(s). Benedetti et al. (2013) identified 
more than 30 major earthquakes over the last 12 ka on 
the Fucino Fault System, Italy, based on cosmogenic 36Cl 
measurements from 11 sites, including one site studied by 
Palumbo et al. (2004) and four studied by Schlagenhauf et 
al. (2011). Tikhomirov (2014) developed a new MATLAB 
code and reanalyzed the results from the Mugırtepe Fault 
(Akçar et al., 2012) and the Manastır Fault in the Manisa 
Fault Zone (Figure 1). The new modeling resulted in one 
rupture for each fault. Mouslopoulou et al. (2014) applied 
the code of Schlagenhauf et al. (2011) to the Spili Fault 
(Crete) and reconstructed five major rupture events over 
the last 16.5 ka. Tesson et al. (2016) applied the same code 
and recovered a minimum of six past earthquakes in the 
period of 3 ka to 1 ka on the Pizzalto Fault, Italy. Cowie et 
al. (2017) combined cosmogenic 36Cl dating with LiDAR 
and GRP methods to reconstruct the slip history of the 
Italian Apennines over the last 18 ka and found episodic 
activity on the Fiamignano Fault. Mechernich et al. (2018) 
SÖKE-MiLET BASIN
(QUATERNARY)
CYCLADIC MASSIF
(PRE-NEOGENE)
PRIENE-SAZLI FAULT
SSE NNW
Figure 4. Field view of the Priene–Sazlı Fault, showing pre-Neogene basement rocks against Söke–Milet Quaternary Basin. 
Photo was taken from the sampling site.
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explored at least six seismic events on the Pisia Fault, 
Greece, during the last 7.3 ka following Schlagenhauf et al. 
(2010). Beck et al. (2018) proposed a Bayesian MATLAB 
code, an improved version of that of Schlagenhauf et al. 
(2010) and Cowie et al. (2017), to determine displacement 
on the Fiamignano and Frattura faults, Italy.
Fault scarp dating analyzes the cosmogenic 36Cl 
concentration along the fault scarp surface, namely in the 
uppermost few centimeters. The variation of cosmogenic 
36Cl is shaped by successive displacements and episodes 
of quiescence (Figure 5) (Zreda and Noller, 1998). 
The analysis of cosmogenic 36Cl along the fault scarp 
enables the dating of past ruptures and estimation of the 
recurrence period of the earthquakes, the determination 
of the vertical component of slip and the magnitude of the 
past earthquakes, and the estimation of the long-term and 
short-term slip rates, which are essential parameters for 
earthquake hazard analysis (e.g., Cluff and Cluff, 1984). 
During the dormancy period prior to a rupture, 
the shielding effect of colluvium causes an exponential 
decrease in 36Cl concentration along the footwall surface 
below point G in Figure 5a. The time when the fault was 
totally covered by colluvium is shown as t0 in Figure 5b. 
Once rupture occurs (at time t1), the faulting exposes 
a previously buried section of the scarp with slip S1 and 
the colluvium position shifts from position G0 to G1 
(Figure 5b, EQ1); this leads to a uniform accumulation of 
cosmogenic 36Cl in this section at a higher rate through 
the consequent periods of quiescence (time span of t1 to 
t2, where t2 is timing of the second earthquake). Then the 
second earthquake (EQ2) occurs at time t2 with a slip of S2 
and the ground level moves from position G1 to G2. This 
cycle repeats for the third and fourth earthquakes, after 
which the ground level shifts to G, which is the recent 
ground level (Figure 5b). Hence, each discontinuity in the 
profile of 36Cl concentrations accumulated during these 
four earthquakes marks the timing of a single rupture. 
Convex patterns on the 36Cl profile along the fault scarp 
indicate phases of inactivity (Figure 5b). The vertical 
separation between two successive discontinuities equates 
to the respective slip of the rupture (Figure 5b).
3.2. Sampling 
In normal faults, vertical displacement is not uniform 
along the entire fault strike (e.g., Walsh and Watterson, 
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Figure 5. (a) Schematic distribution of cosmogenic 36Cl concentration along an exposed fault scarp and surface covered by colluvium; 
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1988; Marrett and Allmendinger, 1991). Based on our 
field observations, the Priene–Sazlı Fault has the highest 
vertical displacement in the center of its strike, whereas it 
decreases to zero towards the tips, similar to the majority 
of normal faults. In such circumstances, the displacement 
pattern follows an approximately elliptical contour with 
the short axis parallel to the displacement and the long axis 
parallel to the fault strike (Barnett et al., 1987; Walsh and 
Watterson, 1987; Walsh et al., 2003; Kim and Sanderson, 
2005) (Figure 6). Therefore, in similar conditions an 
appropriate sampling site for cosmogenic 36Cl analysis 
is a clear and smooth surface around the center of the 
fault scarp. Although there are studies opposing this idea 
(Bubeck et al., 2015; Manighetti et al., 2015; DuRoss et 
al., 2016; Perrin et al., 2016), the aforesaid models are in 
concordance with our field observations.
In order to model at least one past rupture using 
the analysis of cosmogenic 36Cl, the vertical extent of 
the exposed fault scarp from which samples is collected 
should be a minimum of 2 m above ground level (e.g., 
Tikhomirov, 2014). Ideally, a continuous strip parallel to 
the vertical slip vector is sampled. However, a series of 
laterally shifted strips can be also sampled (e.g., Benedetti 
et al., 2002; Schlagenhauf et al., 2011; Akçar et al., 2012), 
where there is clear evidence for minimum weathering 
and erosion (Tikhomirov, 2014). 
First, we identified potential sites for sampling along 
the Priene–Sazlı Fault and we selected the sampling 
surface after a reconnaissance study. According to our field 
observations this section shows the highest cumulative 
displacement along the entire length of the fault. 
Furthermore, this section of the fault is the most uplifted 
part geomorphologically with a height of about 200 m. 
Following these criteria, we sampled a well-exposed 
portion of the scarp surface (trending N60°E and dipping 
to 50°–55° SE) in the lowermost part of the Priene–Sazlı 
Normal Fault in Atburgazı village (Figure 7a). This surface 
has minimal weathering and erosion along the center of 
the fault strike, close the maximum slip (Figures 7 and 8). 
The lower part of the fault was covered by colluvium with 
a dip of ca. 20° extending towards the Söke–Milet basin 
(Figure 7b). We marked four sampling strips (A–D), with 
a total vertical relief of ca. 12 m (Figures 7b and 7c) and 
parallel to the dip-slip lineation on the fault surface. This 
young phase of lineation is representative of reactivation of 
the fault during the Quaternary (Sümer et al., 2013). A total 
of 117 slabs of 15 cm wide and 10 cm high were cut using 
a hand-held diamond saw. From the 7.3-m-long strip A, 
73 slabs were collected as the main strip (Figure 7d), while 
the remaining 44 slabs were collected from strips B, C, and 
D. Afterwards, the slabs were removed using a chisel and 
hammer (Figure 7d). 
The geometry of the fault scarp strongly defines 
the shape of the modeled concentration profile. Hence, 
geometric parameters are important for precise dating of 
the fault scarp. The main parameters of the scarp geometry 
required to model the rupture history are: (1) scarp dip 
(the angle between the fault scarp surface and horizontal 
plane), (2) scarp height (height of the fault scarp surface 
from the ground level to the top edge), (3) top surface 
dip (angle between upper part of the fault scarp and the 
horizontal plane), and (4) colluvium dip (angle between 
colluvium surface of about 15 m from the fault surface 
and horizontal plane) (e.g., Schlagenhauf et al., 2010; 
Tikhomirov, 2014) (Figure 7e). During our fieldwork, 
the exact position of each sample was measured relative 
to the ground level. Topographic shielding was defined as 
obstacles around the scarp including mountains, ridges, 
and higher scarps. In addition, the density of colluvium 
was measured with a bucket of ca. 19,800 cm3 volume, ca. 
30,000 g of colluvium, and a balance in the field.
3.3. Cosmogenic 36Cl analysis
The samples were prepared at the Surface Exposure Dating 
Laboratory of the University of Bern according to the 
procedure introduced by Stone et al. (1996) and Ivy-Ochs 
et al. (2004, 2009), based on the isotope dilution technique 
(Elmore et al., 1997; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004; Desilets et al., 
2006). The collected slabs were cut parallel to the surface 
to a maximum thickness of 3 cm. The samples were then 
crushed and sieved into the fraction of 0.25–0.4 mm. 
Thereafter, any metal chips remaining from the grinding 
Fau
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e
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ent distribution
Figure 6. Schematic cartoon of normal fault illustrating 
displacement distribution on an elliptical fault pattern, which 
has a maximum in the center of the fault strike (modified after 
Kim and Sanderson, 2005). The short axis of elliptical isolines is 
parallel to displacement and the long axis is parallel to the fault 
strike.
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Figure 7. (a) Field view of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp at the base of the escarpment. (b) More detailed view of fault scarp with positions 
of continuous sampled strips A, B, C and D. The sampled surface is the lowest exposed surface of the successive scarp system. (c) 
Schematic sketch of fault scarp surface representing four sampled strips. (d) Fault scarp surface showing sampling slabs along strips 
A, B, C, and D. (e) Schematic sketch showing important parameters of the fault scarp for modeling, including scarp height, scarp dip, 
colluvium dip, top surface dip, and density of the bedrock and colluvium. Red dashed line shows the sampled surface.
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material were removed with a hand magnet. In order to 
remove Cl that was not in situ (Zreda et al., 1991), the 
crushed material was leached in 75 mL of 2 M HNO3 
overnight and then rinsed four times with ultrapure water 
(18.2 MΩ cm). Leaching was repeated a second time. The 
samples were then dried on a hotplate at 60 °C. Aliquots 
of about 12 g from each of 10 samples as representative 
samples were analyzed for major and trace elements by 
inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry at SGS 
Mineral Services, Toronto, Canada. In addition, the Ca 
content was determined for each sample individually.
Afterwards, batches of a maximum of 16 samples along 
with one full process blank were processed. Samples were 
spiked with about 2.5 mg of ultrapure 35Cl to determine the 
amount of total Cl concentration (35Cl, 37Cl) (Ivy-Ochs et 
al., 2004, 2009) and dissolved with HNO3. Determination 
of the total Cl concentration is required in order to 
calculate the 36Cl concentration in the sample from the 
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS)-measured 36Cl/Cl 
ratio, the 36Cl production from 35Cl by low-energy neutron 
capture, and the noncosmogenic subsurface production of 
36Cl (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004). The samples were centrifuged 
to separate impurities. In the dark, 10 mL of AgNO3 was 
added to the supernatant at 200 °C to precipitate AgCl. 
Then the precipitated AgCl was collected and dissolved 
with 2 mL of NH4OH. The samples were centrifuged to 
eliminate cations. BaSO4 was precipitated by addition of 
Ba(NO3)2 to the supernatant in order to avoid interference 
of the 36S isobar with 36Cl during the AMS measurements. 
Finally, the AgCl decant was recovered as a solid, rinsed 
with ultrapure water, and dried. AgCl samples were 
pressed into targets for AMS measurements. 
The concentrations of total Cl and 36Cl were measured 
from a single target at the ETH (Eidgenössische Technische 
Hochschule) AMS facility following the isotope dilution 
technique (Synal et al., 1997; Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004; Christl 
et al., 2013), which results in increasing precision and 
sensitivity of the 36Cl measurement (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2004; 
Desilets et al., 2006). The stable ratio of 37Cl/35Cl was 
normalized to the neutral ratio 37Cl/35Cl = 31.98% of the 
K382/4N standard and the machine blank, whereas sample 
ratios of 36Cl/35Cl were normalized to the ETH internal 
standard K382/4N with 36Cl/Cl = (17.36 ± 0.35) × 10–12 
(Christl et al., 2013). The sulfur correction of measured 
36Cl/35Cl ratios was negligible. In addition, 36Cl/35Cl ratios 
of the measured samples were corrected for a procedure 
blank of (1 ± 0.02) × 10–15, which amounted to a correction 
of less than 1% for the samples. 
3.4. Data analysis software
We carried out an analysis of the Priene–Sazlı Fault 
dataset with the FSDT forward modeling MATLAB code 
(provided as supplementary material; after Tikhomirov, 
2014). The code applies the fault scarp shielding model to 
calculate the 36Cl accumulation, a two-step approximation 
to reconstruct a particular rupture history, and the Monte 
Carlo method to search for the most realistic rupture 
scarp height
EW
Figure 8. The sampled surface of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp. 
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history. Rupture histories are randomly generated in 
bounded solution space and evaluated with statistical tests 
to compare the measured and modeled 36Cl profiles.
Reconstruction of the exposure history of a fault 
scarp is performed in two stages (Tikhomirov, 2014). In 
the first stage, distributions of particle fluxes are precisely 
calculated at the nodes of a 3D mesh, which covers all 
possible positions of the sample strip. The program 
automatically saves the results of the first stage, which is 
used as a database for the second stage of calculations. 
During the second stage, database fluxes are interpolated 
to represent a given exposure history of the fault scarp, and 
the concentration profile of accumulated cosmogenic 36Cl 
is calculated. All production pathways for cosmogenic 36Cl, 
such as high-energy neutrons, fast and negative muons, 
and thermal and epithermal neutrons (Liu et al., 1994; 
Phillips et al., 1996, 2001; Stone et al., 1996, 1998; Alfimov 
and Ivy-Ochs, 2009; Schimmelpfennig et al., 2009), are 
accounted for by the FSDT code. We used the following 
production rates of 36Cl by high-energy neutron spallation 
of 48.8 ± 3.4 at g–1 year–1 on Ca (Stone et al., 1996), 170 
± 25 at g–1 year–1 on K (Evans et al., 1997), 13 ± 3 at g–1 
year–1 on Ti (Fink et al., 2000), and 1.9 ± 0.2 at g–1 year–1 
on Fe (Stone, 2005). The production rate of epithermal 
neutrons from fast neutrons in the atmosphere at the land/
atmosphere interface of 760 ± 150 n g–1 year–1 was used 
(Alfimov and Ivy-Ochs, 2009). In order to scale to the 
local production rates, we applied the scaling factors of 
Stone (2000) for a constant geomagnetic field. Besides the 
production rates, an analysis with the FSDT code requires 
scarp geometry, topographic shielding, and the chemical 
composition of each sample and colluvium, as well as 
thickness and position of each sample. Furthermore, the 
beginning of exposure and the erosion rate are important 
parameters that can be determined using a mean value 
along with standard deviation to bound the solution space 
for further runs. The beginning of exposure is considered 
to be the theoretical age when production of 36Cl in the 
sample strip became appreciable. The erosion rate value is 
limited by the maximal total erosion value in the database, 
which we normally define as 15 cm/ka, and by the age 
of sample strip exposure. Modeled rupture histories are 
automatically generated in a bounded solution space with 
the Monte Carlo method. 
In the initial runs, a wide solution space in terms of 
various scenarios with different numbers of rupture 
events, ages, and associated slips is also manually applied. 
The chi-square threshold can be set either by the user or 
automatically to represent a given confidence window. 
The modeled and measured 36Cl profiles are compared 
using statistical tests of chi-square (c2), weighted root 
mean square (RMSw), and Akaike information criterion 
(AICc), which are computed for each rupture history. In 
later simulations, the solution space is narrowed around 
the most probable values. Finally, the scenario with the 
lowest c2 and AICc values is accepted as the most probable 
solution. 
Since the majority of the previous publications on fault 
scarp dating with 36Cl used the methodology proposed by 
Schlagenhauf et al. (2010), we would like to highlight the 
major differences between the Schlagenhauf and FSDT 
models. The models of cosmic ray shielding by the fault 
scarp of the two codes were compared by Tikhomirov et 
al. (2014). The FSDT code applies scarp shielding to all 
cosmogenic particles producing 36Cl, including neutron 
spallation, fast muons, and thermal and epithermal 
neutrons. In contrast, the Schlagenhauf code applies 
scarp shielding only to neutron spallation. It also uses one 
exponential simplification of muon attenuation, while 
FSDT uses the full model published by Heisinger et al. 
(2002a, 2002b). These differences between the models can 
yield a discrepancy of a few percentages, depending on the 
circumstances in the results. In addition to having a more 
accurate model of the interaction of secondary cosmic 
rays with matter, the FSDT code conducts an extensive 
search for the optimal solution with the Monte Carlo 
method. Both programs use forward modeling, but the 
FSDT code applies a precalculated database and two-step 
approximation, which significantly reduces computation 
time for the 36Cl profile based on a particular fault scarp 
history. Our program will be published in a separate 
article, in conjunction with an error propagation code.
4. Results
The position of the samples along the fault scarp, the 
sample thickness, the cosmogenic 36Cl concentration and 
its uncertainty, and the natural chlorine concentration, 
as well as calcium, oxygen, and carbon concentrations, 
are listed in Tables 1–4 for sampling strips A, B, C, and 
D, respectively. Major and trace element concentrations 
of 14 representative samples from the fault scarp and 
averaged values used for modeling are given in Table 
5. The fault scarp parameters are shown in Table 6. The 
density of colluvium was measured as 1.5 g/cm3 in the field 
and the density of the scarp is considered to be 2.4 g/cm3. 
The amounts of sample material and spike used for all 
36Cl samples and 37Cl/35Cl and 36Cl/35Cl ratios along with 
uncertainties are provided in Appendix A.
Measured cosmogenic 36Cl concentrations and their 
1σ errors are plotted as a function of height within each 
strip (Figure 9). The concentration of cosmogenic 36Cl 
varies between 0.918 (±0.052) × 105 at g–1 to 3.558 (±0.133) 
× 105 at g–1 along the strips (Figure 9). Cosmogenic 36Cl 
concentrations along the fault scarp in strip A generally 
show a clear logarithmic increase with height (Figure 9a), 
while they vary almost within 1σ in strips B, C, and D 
(Figures 9b, 9c, and 9d).
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Table 1. Stable Cl, cosmogenic 36Cl and calcium concentrations, thickness, and top and bottom position of the samples from strip A of 
the Priene–Sazlı scarp. 
Sample 
name
Top position,
cm
Bottom position,
cm
Thickness,
cm
36Cl*,
105 at/g
36Cl uncertainty*,
105 at/g
Cl total*,
ppm
Cl total uncertainty*,
ppm
Ca…,
ppm
PRI-A01 732 722 2.0 3.558 0.133 6.1 0.06 360205
PRI-A02 722 712 2.0 3.070 0.139 9.7 0.10 353058
PRI-A03 712 702 2.5 3.036 0.089 9.1 0.09 348056
PRI-A04 702 692 2.0 2.950 0.132 9.6 0.10 344482
PRI-A05 692 682 2.0 2.871 0.126 13.6 0.14 367352
PRI-A06 682 672 2.0 2.922 0.133 14.8 0.15 363064
PRI-A07 672 662 3.0 2.628 0.091 4.9 0.05 378073
PRI-A08 662 652 2.5 2.411 0.098 6.3 0.06 368782
PRI-A09 652 642 2.0 2.479 0.110 10.0 0.10 379502
PRI-A10 642 632 2.0 2.685 0.098 15.5 0.15 380217
PRI-A11 632 622 2.0 2.411 0.105 11.2 0.11 367352
PRI-A12 622 612 2.5 2.436 0.087 7.3 0.07 373785
PRI-A13 612 602 3.0 2.586 0.115 8.6 0.09 368782
PRI-A14 602 592 3.0 2.521 0.102 4.4 0.04 380217
PRI-A15 592 582 2.5 2.360 0.108 2.6 0.03 375214
PRI-A16 582 572 2.0 2.536 0.115 4.4 0.04 354488
PRI-A17 572 562 2.0 2.402 0.083 4.7 0.05 366638
PRI-A18 562 552 2.5 2.367 0.098 2.0 0.02 380932
PRI-A19 552 541 2.5 2.705 0.118 3.6 0.04 376643
PRI-A20 541 531 5.0 2.397 0.105 7.0 0.07 369496
PRI-A21 531 521 2.5 2.591 0.134 8.4 0.08 365923
zPRI-A22 521 511 2.0 2.313 0.087 7.6 0.08 368782
PRI-A23 511 501 2.0 2.250 0.119 7.6 0.08 351629
PRI-A24 501 491 2.5 2.180 0.118 7.4 0.07 358061
PRI-A25 491 481 2.5 2.077 0.093 6.7 0.07 353773
PRI-A26 481 471 2.0 2.382 0.111 7.2 0.07 359491
PRI-A27 471 461 2.0 1.919 0.076 8.6 0.09 363064
PRI-A28 461 451 2.0 2.177 0.107 10.1 0.10 355917
PRI-A29 451 441 2.5 2.162 0.119 2.6 0.03 369496
PRI-A30 441 431 2.0 2.121 0.082 2.7 0.03 381646
PRI-A31 431 421 2.5 2.192 0.093 3.4 0.03 385220
PRI-A32 421 411 2.0 2.088 0.079 7.0 0.07 382361
PRI-A33 411 401 2.5 2.171 0.091 8.8 0.09 362350
PRI-A34 401 391 2.0 2.208 0.104 4.8 0.05 382361
PRI-A35 391 381 2.5 2.033 0.085 5.1 0.05 371641
PRI-A36 381 371 2.0 2.229 0.112 12.6 0.13 349485
PRI-A37 371 361 2.0 1.791 0.079 12.3 0.12 358061
PRI-A38 361 351 2.0 1.821 0.097 12.4 0.12 372355
PRI-A39 351 341 2.0 1.526 0.086 8.8 0.09 365923
PRI-A40 341 331 2.0 1.843 0.081 7.0 0.07 363779
PRI-A41 331 321 2.0 1.797 0.097 6.5 0.06 348056
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The probability density functions (PDFs) for 
cosmogenic 36Cl normalized to Ca concentrations for 
strips A, B, C, and D are plotted in Figure 10. The PDF plot 
of strip A detects nonlinear 36Cl distributions, in which 
vertical dashed lines mark maximum probability density 
indicating three notable peaks at heights of about 100, 250, 
and 550 cm along the fault scarp (Figure 10a). In strips 
B, C, and D, concentrations of cosmogenic 36Cl along the 
scarp height form only one peak in each PDF plot (Figures 
10b, 10c, and 10d).
For modeling of the paleoseismic history of the 
Priene–Sazlı Fault, first we examined simulations based 
on six databases involving the combined strips ABCD and 
BCD, as well as each strip A, B, C, and D, individually. 
Then we ran the code with various rupture scenarios in 
terms of constraining the number of earthquakes, the 
age of the earthquakes, slip amounts, and erosion rates. 
The best-fit solution for each scenario based on different 
datasets is summarized in Table 7. Since the simulation of 
earthquakes based on strip A showed the best distributions 
PRI-A42 321 311 2.0 1.524 0.067 4.3 0.04 335906
PRI-A43 311 301 2.0 1.839 0.093 4.8 0.05 330188
PRI-A44 301 291 2.0 1.815 0.097 6.1 0.06 357347
PRI-A45 291 281 2.0 1.771 0.087 8.3 0.08 358776
PRI-A46 281 271 2.0 1.804 0.092 7.3 0.07 360205
PRI-A47 271 261 2.0 1.599 0.061 6.4 0.06 348770
PRI-A48 261 251 2.5 1.672 0.093 7.9 0.08 350914
PRI-A49 251 241 1.5 1.742 0.102 7.6 0.08 365923
PRI-A50 241 231 2.0 1.744 0.079 7.2 0.07 363064
PRI-A51 231 221 2.5 1.493 0.097 4.8 0.05 330903
PRI-A52 221 211 2.0 1.316 0.054 4.2 0.04 358776
PRI-A53 211 201 2.0 1.510 0.095 2.8 0.03 357347
PRI-A54 201 191 2.5 1.681 0.075 2.9 0.03 358776
PRI-A55 191 180 2.5 1.328 0.066 4.0 0.04 345197
PRI-A56 180 170 2.0 1.317 0.063 4.6 0.05 328759
PRI-A57 170 160 2.0 1.394 0.065 3.6 0.04 343053
PRI-A58 160 150 2.0 1.280 0.058 2.6 0.03 353773
PRI-A59 150 140 2.0 1.659 0.081 2.8 0.03 339479
PRI-A60 140 130 2.0 1.313 0.068 1.7 0.02 355203
PRI-A61 130 120 2.5 1.357 0.065 2.3 0.02 355203
PRI-A62 120 110 1.5 1.179 0.056 3.9 0.04 345197
PRI-A63 110 100 2.0 1.222 0.066 4.1 0.04 350914
PRI-A64 100 90 2.0 1.340 0.060 8.0 0.08 367352
PRI-A65 90 80 3.0 1.166 0.074 4.6 0.05 332332
PRI-A66 80 70 2.0 1.127 0.051 4.7 0.05 325900
PRI-A67 70 60 2.0 0.928 0.068 6.1 0.06 295883
PRI-A68 60 50 2.0 1.083 0.047 5.0 0.05 325185
PRI-A69 50 40 2.0 1.058 0.052 3.8 0.04 343053
PRI-A70 40 30 2.0 1.126 0.059 6.6 0.07 357347
PRI-A71 30 20 1.5 1.170 0.056 10.1 0.10 372355
PRI-A72 20 10 2.5 1.268 0.065 9.5 0.09 368067
PRI-A73 10 0 2 1.154 0.060 6.8 0.07 373785
*Measured with accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
…Measured with ICP95A at SGS Mineral Services, Canada.
Table 1. (Continued).
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Table 2. Stable Cl, cosmogenic 36Cl and calcium concentrations, thickness, and top and bottom position of the samples from strip B of 
the Priene–Sazlı scarp.
Sample 
name
Top position,
cm
Bottom position,
cm
Thickness,
cm
36Cl*,
105 at/g
36Cl uncertainty*,
105 at/g
Cl total*,
ppm
Cl total uncertainty*,
 ppm
Ca…,
ppm
PRI-B01 160 150 2.0 1.362 0.069 7.7 0.08 380932
PRI-B02 150 140 2.0 1.254 0.066 6.6 0.07 380932
PRI-B03 140 130 1.5 1.270 0.073 6.2 0.06 388793
PRI-B04 130 120 2.0 1.194 0.066 6.1 0.06 389508
PRI-B05 120 110 3.0 1.337 0.085 6.2 0.06 388078
PRI-B06 110 100 1.5 1.198 0.076 4.7 0.05 384505
PRI-B07 100 90 2.0 1.374 0.069 5.5 0.06 395225
PRI-B08 90 80 2.5 1.348 0.068 4.9 0.05 392367
PRI-B09 80 70 2.0 1.224 0.072 5.1 0.05 386649
PRI-B10 70 60 2.5 1.133 0.064 6.1 0.06 371641
PRI-B11 60 50 2.0 1.210 0.066 4.6 0.05 373785
PRI-B12 50 40 2.0 1.138 0.058 4.6 0.05 379502
PRI-B13 40 30 2.0 1.350 0.078 4.4 0.04 381646
PRI-B14 30 20 2.0 1.043 0.061 4.3 0.04 384505
PRI-B15 20 10 3.0 1.255 0.074 4.6 0.05 385934
PRI-B16 10 0 2.0 1.017 0.053 3.9 0.04 380932
*Measured with accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
…Measured with ICP95A at SGS Mineral Services, Canada.
Table 3. Stable Cl, cosmogenic 36Cl and calcium concentrations, thickness, and top and bottom position of the samples from strip C of 
the Priene–Sazlı scarp.
Sample 
name
Top position,
cm
Bottom
position, cm
Thickness,
cm
36Cl*,
105 at/g
36Cl uncertainty*,
105 at/g
Cl total*,
ppm
Cl total uncertainty*,
 ppm
Ca…,
ppm
PRI-C01 179 169 2.0 1.181 0.062 9.0 0.09 324471
PRI-C02 169 159 2.0 1.272 0.059 8.3 0.08 330903
PRI-C03 159 149 3.0 1.287 0.067 6.6 0.07 351629
PRI-C04 149 139 2.0 1.344 0.078 7.1 0.07 335191
PRI-C05 139 129 2.0 1.155 0.061 9.1 0.09 326615
PRI-C06 129 119 2.0 1.261 0.058 9.0 0.09 331618
PRI-C07 119 109 3.0 1.227 0.056 7.3 0.07 338050
PRI-C08 109 100 2.0 1.243 0.076 8.4 0.08 340909
PRI-C09 100 90 2.0 1.096 0.056 10.4 0.10 344482
PRI-C10 90 80 2.0 1.111 0.050 7.5 0.07 335906
PRI-C11 80 70 2.0 1.111 0.056 7.1 0.07 336621
PRI-C12 70 60 2.0 1.329 0.079 8.0 0.08 357347
PRI-C13 60 50 2.0 1.205 0.055 7.6 0.08 354488
PRI-C14 50 40 2.0 1.258 0.050 6.7 0.07 360205
PRI-C15 40 30 2.0 1.176 0.060 5.7 0.06 383790
PRI-C16 30 20 2.0 1.060 0.052 9.0 0.09 383076
PRI-C17 20 10 2.0 1.281 0.059 11.5 0.11 385220
PRI-C18 10 0 2.0 1.119 0.063 6.0 0.06 380932
*Measured with accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
…Measured with ICP95A at SGS Mineral Services, Canada.
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and lowest statistical criteria regarding the number of 
samples, we focused on three scenarios from strip A. 
The known earthquakes of 68 CE and 1955 CE were 
given as independent input parameters for the modeled 
five- and six-earthquake scenarios. However, the value of 
modeled slip for the youngest event fitted to the 1955 CE 
earthquake was either zero or negligible in all runs (Table 
7). In all examined scenarios associated with strip A, the 
slip value of the oldest modeled earthquake was higher 
than the subsequent slips. Among these scenarios, the 
scenario of four earthquake events showed the best fit with 
the beginning of exposure at ca. 21 ka. The ages of the four 
earthquake events are 8.1 ± 2.0 ka, 6.0 ± 1.5 ka, 3.7 ± 0.9 
ka, and 2.2 ± 0.5 ka with vertical components of associated 
slip of 3.4 ± 0.5 m, 1.5 ± 0.2 m, 1.4 ± 0.2 m, and 1.5 ± 0.2 
m, respectively (Figures 11 and 12). The distances between 
ruptures indicate mean values of vertical slip rates of more 
than 0.3, 0.7, 0.6 and 1.0 mm/year from the oldest to the 
youngest modeled earthquake during the episodic activity 
period of the fault (Figures 11 and 12). To calculate the 
long-term slip rate, about 4.4 m of slip is taken as having 
occurred in the time interval between the oldest and the 
youngest modeled rupture. This yields a likely long-term 
vertical slip rate of 0.7 mm/year during the period of ~2.2 
to ~8 ka. The recurrence interval of approximately 2000 
years was calculated for the activity period of the fault.
Simulations based on strip B database yield an 
earthquake at ca. 3.9 ka with colluvium level much higher 
than the upper part of this strip (see Appendix B), which 
correlates very well with the earthquake of ca. 3.7 ka in 
strip A. Running the code based on databases of strips C 
and D results in no simulation. The best fit to the ABCD 
database was a solution where only two earthquakes were 
derived, aged ca. 8.8 and 4.5 ka, but with high statistical 
goodness-of-fit criteria and scattered distributions (see 
Appendix B). However, the colluvium position before the 
reconstructed event at ca. 4.5 ka (ABCD database) and 
the earthquake of 3.7 ka old (A database) fit very well. The 
best-fit simulation based on the BCD database results in 
two earthquakes at 6.6 and 5.0 ka (see Appendix B), of 
which the older one has a slip that is much higher than the 
height of all the BCD strips, very close to the colluvium 
position of the earthquake of 6.0 ka old, based on the strip 
A database simulation. 
4.1. Modeled past ruptures 
The PDF of cosmogenic 36Cl concentrations of strip A, 
which is the longest sampled strip, indicates more than 
one peak and shows the best fitting statistical criteria. 
Consequently, database A was used to analyze and model 
the rupture history (Figure 10). Without any modeling, at 
least three notable discontinuities are recognizable in strip 
A (Figure 9a), which reveals episodic activity of the fault 
through time. 
Based on our modeling, the ground level was at the 
G0 position before the occurrence of the first earthquake 
(Figure 13). Event 1, the oldest modeled earthquake, 
occurred ca. 8.1 ka ago with a slip value of about 3.4 m 
(S1) (Figure 11). However, we consider this value as a 
minimum amount of slip, as the uppermost 1.2 m of the 
fault scarp was not suitable for sampling. The modeled 
colluvium position before this rupture was estimated to be 
about 40 cm higher than the top of the uppermost sample 
(G0), at about 7.8 m up scarp (Figure 13), which moved to 
G1 after the rupture (Figure 14a). To calculate the slip rate 
Table 4. Stable Cl, cosmogenic 36Cl and calcium concentrations, thickness, and top and bottom position of the samples from strip D of 
the Priene–Sazlı scarp.
Sample 
name
Top position,
cm
Bottom
position, cm
Thickness,
cm
36Cl*,
105 at/g
36Cl uncertainty*,
105 at/g
Cl total*,
ppm
Cl total uncertainty*,
 ppm
Ca…,
ppm
PRI-D01 102 91 2.5 1.171 0.053 12.3 0.12 350914
PRI-D02 91 81 2.0 1.161 0.067 9.6 0.10 352344
PRI-D03 81 71 2.5 1.241 0.060 25.8 0.26 362350
PRI-D04 71 61 2.0 1.279 0.079 30.9 0.31 373785
PRI-D05 61 51 3.0 1.177 0.067 20.7 0.21 363779
PRI-D06 51 41 2.0 1.111 0.057 13.5 0.13 345912
PRI-D07 41 30 2.5 1.081 0.066 20.7 0.21 345912
PRI-D08 30 20 1.5 1.101 0.066 19.8 0.20 347341
PRI-D09 20 10 2.0 0.918 0.052 18.7 0.19 330188
PRI-D10 10 0 2.0 0.987 0.061 19.2 0.19 333762
*Measured with accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS).
…Measured with ICP95A at SGS Mineral Services, Canada.
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until the time of the first modeled event, we considered 
the time interval between 21 ka and 8.1 ka. The calculated 
average slip rate is 0.3 mm/year, which we consider as a 
lower boundary, since the upper part of the scarp was not 
sampled; also, if there was an earthquake before the first 
modeled rupture, it would be younger than 21 ka, which 
would result in a higher slip rate. 
Event 2, the second rupture, was identified at a height 
of ca. 4.4 m on the fault scarp, 2.2 ka after the first event 
(Figure 11). Thus, the fault experienced a rupture ca. 
6.0 ka ago with a slip of ca. 1.5 m (S2). The ground level 
shifted from G1 to G2 (Figure 14b). However, the main 
discontinuity is identified in the PDF plot at a height 
of about 5.5 m, which is higher than the height of the 
modeled event (Figure 10a). This difference is explained by 
the approximate nature of the PDF approach, which can be 
used for initial points of simulation (Figure 10a). A slip of 
ca. 1.5 m over the time span between the first and second 
ruptures results in a mean slip rate of ca. 0.7 mm/year. 
Before the occurrence of Event 3, the fault remained 
quiet for ca. 2.2 ka. The subsequent earthquake struck ca. 
3.7 ka ago (Figure 11), causing a fault rupture with ca. 1.4 
Table 5. Mean chemical composition of the Priene–Sazlı samples and colluvium.
Sample name Cl (%) O (%) C (%) CaO (%) MgO (%) Al2O3  (%) SiO2 (%) P2O5 (%) K2O (%)
PRI-A02 0.000966 50.83965 10.46729 51.50 2.46 0.57 1.41 0.02 0.14
PRI-A11 0.001121 48.98633 10.89106 53.80 1.41 0.63 1.57 0.01 0.16
PRI-A16 0.000444 50.65485 10.50966 55.40 0.57 0.56 1.37 0.02 0.14
PRI-A25 0.000667 50.74729 10.48847 52.00 2.54 0.83 1.75 0.02 0.19
PRI-A32 0.000697 47.04093 11.33603 55.20 0.60 0.60 1.41 0.01 0.14
PRI-A48 0.000792 51.11780 10.40372 51.60 0.74 1.61 3.37 0.02 0.33
PRI-A57 0.000365 52.13746 10.17064 50.10 4.38 1.13 2.60 0.02 0.24
PRI-A67 0.000609 58.25266 8.77217 42.70 9.33 0.51 1.62 0.02 0.13
PRI-B07 0.000555 45.37323 11.71743 53.60 0.44 0.18 0.43 0.01 0.04
PRI-B12 0.000464 47.41180 11.25127 51.80 1.02 0.37 0.82 0.01 0.08
PRI-C05 0.000907 54.26806 9.68329 44.10 5.94 0.74 2.14 0.01 0.18
PRI-C18 0.000599 47.22635 11.29365 54.10 0.89 0.41 1.01 0.01 0.09
PRI-D02 0.000956 50.93232 10.44610 50.30 1.32 0.31 4.86 0.01 0.08
PRI-D08 0.001981 51.57990 10.29777 48.60 4.66 0.58 1.13 0.01 0.17
Average 0.000660 50.11646 10.63273 51.05 2.59 0.65 1.82 0.01 0.15
TiO2 (%) MnO (%) Fe2O3 (%) B (ppm) Sm (ppm) Gd (ppm) U (ppm) Th (ppm)
PRI-A02 0.03 0.02 0.81 6.00 0.70 0.50 2.82 0.90
PRI-A11 0.03 0.04 0.60 8.00 0.70 0.50 2.36 0.80
PRI-A16 0.03 0.02 1.10 8.00 1.10 0.50 2.84 1.30
PRI-A25 0.04 0.02 0.83 8.00 0.70 1.00 2.79 0.90
PRI-A32 0.03 0.02 1.00 7.00 1.40 0.50 2.45 1.10
PRI-A48 0.09 0.03 2.09 13.00 2.30 2.00 3.45 2.70
PRI-A57 0.06 0.04 0.86 12.00 1.50 1.00 5.01 1.70
PRI-A67 0.03 0.04 0.37 6.00 1.00 0.50 2.74 0.70
PRI-B07 0.01 0.02 0.12 2.50 0.50 0.50 1.72 0.20
PRI-B12 0.02 0.02 0.44 2.50 0.80 0.50 1.94 0.70
PRI-C05 0.04 0.04 0.80 7.00 1.30 0.50 2.39 1.10
PRI-C18 0.02 0.02 0.37 2.50 0.60 0.50 2.10 0.50
PRI-D02 0.01 0.01 0.16 2.50 3.10 2.00 1.15 0.30
PRI-D08 0.01 0.04 0.19 2.50 3.50 3.00 0.63 0.50
Average 0.03 0.03 0.69 6.25 1.37 0.96 2.45 0.95
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Table 6. Parameters of the sampled fault scarp.
Latitude
Longitude
Altitude
37°38.895′N
27°15.421′E
52 m
Strip A Strip B Strip C Strip D
Scarp strike N66°E N45°E N68°E N60°E
Scarp dip  52° 55° 52° 50°
Colluvium dip
Scarp height
Top surface dip
20°
8.5 m
31°
Rock density 
Colluvium density 
Rock water content
Colluvium water content
2.4 g/cm3
1.5 g/cm3
0.2%
1%
0 1 2 3 4
0
200
400
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800
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Figure 9. Cosmogenic 36Cl concentrations with 1σ uncertainties versus height along (a) strip A, (b) strip B, (c) strip C, and (d) strip D.
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m of slip (S3) and a movement in the ground level to G3 
(Figure 14c). This discontinuity at a height of about 2.8 
m fits very well with the second peak of the PDF plot 
with about 40 cm of difference in height (Figure 10a). An 
average slip rate of about 0.6 mm/year was obtained by 
taking into account the related quiescence phase since the 
occurrence of the previous rupture before this event. 
Event 4, the last modeled earthquake, occurred 2.2 
ka ago, after 1.5 ka of inactivity, with 1.5 m of slip (S4) 
(Fig. 11), which caused ground level displacement to the 
modern level (G) (Figure 14d). This event has a perfect 
match with the discontinuity shown in the PDF graph 
(Figure 10a). The mean slip value of 1.0 mm/year was 
calculated for the time span between the third and final 
modeled earthquakes. This event correlates well with the 
destructive historical earthquake of 68 CE, which had an 
intensity of VII (Ergin et al., 1967). 
We included the earthquake of July 1955 as input for 
our seismic scenarios, but could not yield a better fit to 
resolve it in our databases. In the best-fit solutions of 
five- and six-event scenarios based on database A, the slip 
amounts of the youngest modeled earthquake were either 
zero or very small (Table 7). Furthermore, modeling of the 
strip B database results in an earthquake at time zero, but 
with no displacement, which is not plausible. For a fault 
with a length of at least 30 km, a much higher amount 
of slip is expected than a few decimeters (see Section 5.2 
and Table 8). One possibility is that the section of the fault 
segment that we analyzed in this study was not ruptured 
by the earthquake (after Emre et al., 2016). However, this 
hypothesis seems to be unlikely because the observed 
surface rupture is present along almost the entire length 
of the fault, as indicated by Şaroğlu et al. (1992). Another 
explanation could be that the surface of this rupture along 
strip A, which is supposed to have been exposed by the 
last earthquake, could still be under colluvium. Hence, the 
lower part of strip A was covered by collapsed colluvium 
from the top surface after the 1955 CE rupture. In this case, 
reconstruction of this earthquake would only have been 
possible if the fault scarp under the colluvium had been 
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Figure 10. The PDF (probability density function) plot of 36Cl concentrations normalized to Ca concentrations of (a) strip A, (b) strip 
B, (c) strip C, and (d) strip D.
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sampled and analyzed. We do not exclude the potential 
of collapse of colluvium on the base of the fault scarp as 
a consequence of successive ruptures; however, based on 
field evidence this hypothesis seems to be unlikely. The 
most probable explanation is that an exposure age of less 
than 100 years is too short to let variable accumulation of 
36Cl on the fault scarp be differentiated as a discontinuity 
on the 36Cl profile. 
The recurrence interval of destructive earthquakes is 
highly dependent on the dynamic behavior of a given fault, 
which is an essential factor in conducting earthquake risk 
assessment. According to our results, the inactivity periods 
between successive events on the fault are between 1.5 and 
2.2 ka. Thus, we can deduce that the major earthquakes on 
the Priene–Sazlı Fault repeat in a roughly similar seismic 
cycle of ca. 2000 years. This interval is also consistent with 
the occurrence of the earthquake of 1955 CE, even though 
this event was not detected by the modeling code in this 
section of the fault. 
5. Discussion 
Consideration of the seismic history of major faults is a 
key issue in order to estimate the approximate timing and 
size of their probable activity and minimize damage (e.g., 
Scholz, 2002). We determined the time-slip history of the 
Priene–Sazlı Fault Zone in the BMG system, which is one 
of the major structures in the seismically active Western 
Anatolian Extensional Province. The existing historical 
and instrumental seismic data from this fault indicate that 
the 68 CE and 1955 CE earthquakes and accompanying 
surface ruptures were generated along this fault in the past 
2000 years. Our analysis reveals four major events including 
the 68 CE event, which indicates that the Priene–Sazlı 
Fault is an active fault that was displaced with cumulative 
vertical displacement of at least 7.8 m during the Holocene 
(Figure 11). It should be mentioned that the number of 
modeled earthquakes is the minimum, since the code is 
unable to identify small ruptures, which were not able to 
displace the fault (cf. Schlagenhauf et al., 2010). The time 
Table 7. Output results for the data set from strip A of the Priene–Sazli fault scarp along with statistical criteria.
Database Eventnumber
Beginning of 
exposure (ka) Age (ka) Slip (m)
Statistical
criteria
A 4 21
8.1
6.0
3.7
2.2
3.4 
1.5
1.4
1.5
χ2 = 2.9
RMSw = 1.6
AICc = 291
A 5 22
7.3
5.8
3.7
2.1
0.07
4.0
1.1
1.4
1.7
0.0
χ2 = 3.0
RMSw = 1.6
AICc = 297
A 6 19
7.9
5.6
3.6
2.3
0.1
0.01
3.6
1.8
1.1
1.4
0.1
0.0
χ2 = 3.1
RMSw = 1.6
AICc = 301
B 2 15 3.90.0
4.7
0.0
χ2 = 2.4
RMSw = 1.2
AICc = 97
BCD 2 7 6.65.0
8.2
1.5
χ2 = 3.0
RMSw = 1.6
AICc = 215
ABCD 2 18 8.84.5
3.2
8.4
χ2 = 3.4
RMSw = 1.7
AICc = 454
Chi-squared value: χ2.
Weighted root mean square: RMSw. 
Akaike information criterion: AICc.
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Figure 11. Best fit (orange circles) of strip A of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp data with a 
four-rupture model. Blue dots are measured 36Cl concentrations with 1σ uncertainties. 
Red arrows mark the colluvium positions before the modeled ruptures. Slip rates are 
calculated individually for each earthquake, based on the slip value and the time period 
between two successive earthquakes.
Figure 12. Time versus cumulative slip amount along with 
uncertainties of time and colluvium position before earthquakes
obtained from modeling of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp. The 
average slip rate is 0.7 mm/year.
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Figure 13. Schematic sketch of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp 
before its active period. Red dashed line shows the sampled 
surface. The fault surface grade is in meters. H0 and G0 show 
scarp height and ground level prior to the first rupture. Note that 
1.2 m of the uppermost part of the fault scarp was not sampled.
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and slip precision are influenced by many factors and can 
be stated to be about 25% (2σ) and 15% (2σ), respectively. 
This amount is estimated based on measurement errors 
of AMS, parent elements, production rates, rock density, 
and approximation of scarp geometry, including chipped 
sample faces. Differentiation of earthquakes clustered 
close in time, within the uncertainties for the age and 
slip, is not possible if the discontinuity in the 36Cl profile 
is not prominent (Tikhomirov, 2014). Accordingly, the 
calculated slip value is the upper bound. The recurrence 
interval of the paleoearthquakes is obtained by taking into 
account the time of the ruptures. The vertical slip rate for 
each earthquake is calculated based on the amount of slip. 
5.1. Magnitude of future ruptures
Definitive prediction of future earthquake magnitudes 
is not possible by any of the available seismological 
methods. However, the potential maximum magnitudes 
of earthquakes can be estimated by empirical relationships 
as a logarithmic factor of the fault surface rupture length 
in order to assess an earthquake hazard (e.g., Wells and 
Coppersmith, 1994; Ambraseys and Jackson, 1998; 
Pavlides and Caputo, 2004). First, we refer to the study 
conducted by Pavlides and Caputo (2004), who specifically 
focused on dip-slip normal faults in the Aegean region, 
including Western Anatolia and the Priene–Sazlı Fault 
(Table 8, Eq. (1)). Taking into account the 35-km surface 
Figure 14. Schematic sketch of the Priene–Sazlı Fault scarp showing colluvium position and episodic fault 
exposure during four modeled earthquake events. Red dashed line shows the sampled surface. The fault surface 
grade is in meters. H1 to H4 (height of the fault scarp) following earthquakes 1 to 4, respectively; G0 (ground 
level just before the first rupture), G1 to G3 are ground level before the second, third, and fourth ruptures, and 
G is the current ground level. S1 to S4 represent the slip amounts of the four earthquakes related to the past to 
recent events.
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rupture length for the Priene–Sazlı Fault (Şaroğlu et al., 
1992), an earthquake with magnitude of 6.9 is expected if 
the fault is activated. Secondly, we consider the equation of 
Wells and Coppersmith (1994), which was compiled based 
on diverse normal faults worldwide (Table 8, Eq. (3)); 
the probable magnitude is similar (Table 8). Whichever 
method is used, the Priene–Sazlı Fault is classified as a 
seismogenic fault, which is characterized by having the 
potential to produce earthquakes with values larger than 
magnitude 5 (McCalpin, 2009).
5.2. Magnitude of the modeled events and plausibility of 
modeling
We used empirical relationships that connect the 
displacement value with the corresponding earthquake 
magnitude in our modeling. According to the relationship 
of Pavlides and Caputo (2004), which relates maximum 
vertical displacement (MVD) value to magnitude (Ms) 
(Table 8, Eq. (2)), the MVD is expected to be 1.1 m, which 
equates to 1.4 m of slip, for an earthquake of magnitude 
6.9. Since only the slip value (=MD) is determined in 
our modeling, we convert it to MVD by accounting for 
a dip of θ = 52° for the fault scarp surface along strip A 
(Figure 1b; Tables 8 and 9). In addition, based on Wells 
and Coppersmith (1994) (Table 8, Eq. (4)), the maximum 
displacement (MD) resulting from an earthquake with 
a magnitude of 6.9 is 1.7 m. The magnitude values of 
the modeled earthquakes were calculated using the 
relationships of Pavlides and Caputo (2004) (Table 9, 
Eq. (5)) and Wells and Coppersmith (1994) (Table 9, Eq. 
(6)). Calculation of magnitudes by taking uncertainties of 
modeled slip into account caused negligible variation in 
the final value or similar values in some cases. Therefore, 
we ignored the uncertainties of magnitude to avoid any 
complexity.
Event 1, the oldest movement, has a vertical 
displacement of 2.7 ± 0.4 m and an average modeled slip 
of 3.4 ± 0.5 m. Based on either Eq. (5) or (6), an earthquake 
with magnitude of at least 7 is required to produce such 
a large amount of displacement. Thus, we assume that 
the fault experienced a cluster of smaller ruptures in a 
short period of time that produced the displacement, 
rather than an individual earthquake. The FSDT code 
recognizes earthquakes that occur within a short time 
interval as a single event. However, minor discontinuities 
are recognizable between the main curves, which indicate 
smaller earthquakes that are not differentiated by the 
code within the uncertainties of the study (Figure 11). In 
addition, taking into account either Eq. (2) or (4), the fault 
needs to experience at least two or three ruptures of 6.9 to 
expose about 3.4 m at once. Thus, this modeled rupture 
is interpreted as several smaller subevents rather than a 
unique event. Event 2, the second modeled rupture with 
1.5 ± 0.2 m of slip, equates to 1.2 ± 0.2 m of the MVD, 
which was likely produced by an earthquake of magnitude 
6.7–6.8, according to Eqs. (5) and (6). Based on Eqs. (2) 
and (4), one or two earthquake(s) is/are responsible for 
producing this amount of slip. Event 3, the third modeled 
earthquake, caused a fault rupture of 1.4 ± 0.2 m of slip, 
which equates to 1.1 ± 0.2 m of the MVD. An earthquake 
with magnitude 6.7–6.8 is able to generate this amount of 
slip based on Eqs. (5) and (6). Taking into account Eqs. (2) 
and (4), one earthquake is required to expose this amount 
of slip on the fault. Event 4, the last modeled earthquake 
with an equal amount of slip to Event 4, is interpreted as 
having been produced by one or two earthquake(s).
5.3. Regional comparison 
Putting our results into a regional context, the recurrence 
interval of earthquakes and the slip rates for the Priene–
Table 8. Regression of SRL (surface rupture length), Magnitude (Ms/M), 
and vertical displacement (MVD/MD) calculated for the Priene–Sazli Fault. 
The units of slip, MVD, and MD are meters. MVD (maximum vertical 
displacement) is converted to slip or MD (maximum displacement) by 
applying fault surface dip (Sin (θ) = vertical displacement/slip).
Sin (θ) = vertical
displacement / slip θ = 52°
SRL = 35 km
(Şaroğlu et al., 1992)
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Sazlı Fault are compatible with previous studies in 
Western Anatolia. For example, the Havran–Balıkesir 
and Edremit fault zones in the northern part of Western 
Anatolia with recurrence interval of earthquakes in the 
range of 1000–2000 years were documented by Sözbilir 
et al. (2016a, 2016b). In addition, our results fit the upper 
limit of the recurrence interval for major earthquakes 
in the Büyük Menderes Fault Zone of 250–1900 years 
(Altunel et al., 2009). The short-term calculated slip rate 
is also in accordance with slip rates yielded over longer 
time intervals on several normal faults along the strike of 
the Gediz Graben (Figure 2). Kent et al. (2017) reported 
average vertical slip rates of 0.7, 1.0, and 1.2 mm/year, 
respectively, for the Turgutlu, Alaşehir, and Salihli 
fault segments over the last 2.6 Ma. Furthermore, the 
minimum calculated slip rate in our study is compatible 
with the upper limit for the vertical slip rate of at least 0.3 
mm/year during the Plio-Pleistocene for the Manastır 
Fault in the Gediz Graben (Özkaymak et al., 2011). Emre 
et al. (2016) estimated the maximum magnitude of a 
potential earthquake on the Söke (Priene–Sazlı) Fault to 
be about 6.3 to 6.6, based on the empirical relationship 
of Wells and Coppersmith (1994). The reason why they 
obtained smaller magnitudes is that they considered the 
fault to be made up of two segments, 13 and 22 km long.
6. Conclusions
In this study, we tracked the occurrence of 
paleoearthquakes prior to the known historical 
earthquakes in the Priene–Sazlı Fault Zone in the BMG 
system in Western Anatolia, which is one of the seismically 
most active regions of the world. In order to deduce the 
long-term sequence of associated paleoearthquakes, 
we analyzed cosmogenic 36Cl in 117 samples taken 
along the well-exposed fault surface. We modeled past 
ruptures and reconstructed their chronology with the 
Fault Surface Dating Tool (Tikhomirov, 2014). Using the 
modeling results, we determined the average slip rates, 
the recurrence intervals for destructive earthquakes, and 
the magnitude of expected future earthquakes.
Our results indicate that the Priene–Sazlı fault 
experienced at least four large seismic events during 
the Holocene at 8.1 ± 2.0, 6.0 ± 1.5, 3.7 ± 0.9, and 2.2 ± 
0.5 ka, with vertical slips of 1.4 ± 0.2 to 3.4 ± 0.5 m, the 
maximum displacement being associated with the oldest 
event. However, closer analysis implies that the oldest 
event is likely to be a series of earthquakes that occurred 
within a short time span. The average earthquake 
recurrence interval of ca. 2000 years was calculated for 
the Priene–Sazlı Fault. Mean vertical slip rates greater 
than 0.3, 0.7, 0.6, and 1.0 mm/year were calculated from 
the oldest to the youngest rupture. An average long-term 
slip rate of 0.7 mm/year was estimated for this fault. The 
analysis of the seismic behavior of the Priene–Sazlı Fault 
showed that this fault produces series of earthquakes 
within a short time interval during periods of high 
seismic activity. 
Cosmogenic 36Cl fault scarp dating is a powerful 
tool, with which the history and slip rate of an active 
fault plane can be determined directly. Therefore, it has 
great potential to improve our knowledge for better 
seismic risk assessment in highly urbanized regions 
such as Western Anatolia, where major normal faults 
in carbonate bedrock dominate. Furthermore, the 
Table 9. Regression of magnitude (MS/M) and vertical displacement (MVD/MD) for the Priene–Sazli Fault. *Modeled 
by the code. MVD (maximum vertical displacement) is converted to slip or MD (maximum displacement) by applying 
fault surface dip (Sin (θ) = vertical displacement/slip).
Sin (θ) = vertical
displacement / slip θ = 52° Event Slip* (m) MVD (m) Ms
Pa
vl
id
es
 an
d
Ca
pu
to
 (2
00
4)
Ms = 0.59 × log (MVD) + 6.75
(Eq. (5))
Lowest  χ2 Average Average
1 3.4 ± 0.5 2.7 ± 0.4 7.0
2 1.5 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 6.8
3 1.4 ± 0.2 1.1 ± 0.2 6.8
4 1.5 ± 0.2 1.2 ± 0.2 6.8
Event MD (=slip*) (m) M
W
el
ls 
an
d 
C
op
pe
rs
m
ith
 
(1
99
4)
M = 6.61 + 0.71 × log (MD)
(Eq. (6))
Lowest  χ2 Average
1 3.4 ± 0.5 7.0
2 1.5 ± 0.2 6.7
3 1.4 ± 0.2 6.7
4 1.5 ± 0.2 6.7
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earthquakes of 1955 CE and 68 CE (2.2 ka earthquake in 
our modeling), as well as our earthquakes modeled at ca. 
8.1, 6.0, and 3.7 ka, illustrate the high seismic activity of the 
fault during the Holocene. Based on the interval between 
the large events, the occurrence of the next high seismicity 
period of the fault in 2000 years is not beyond expectation. 
Acceleration of slip rates in large-scale fault zones, similar 
to the values for the Priene–Sazlı Fault, can imply more 
activity on the fault through time in terms of higher 
magnitude and/or frequency of earthquakes. According to 
the calculated long-term slip rate, slip per event, rupture 
length, magnitude of possible earthquakes, and recurrence 
interval of the Priene–Sazlı Fault, we classify this fault 
as a low to moderately (class 3) active fault according to 
the classification of Cluff and Cluff (1984) for earthquake 
engineering.
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Appendix A. Sample and carrier weight, 37Cl/35Cl ratio, and uncertainty of samples of Priene–Sazlı Fault.
Sample Sample weight(g)
Carrier
(mg)
37Cl/35Cl
(%)
Error
(%)
36Cl/35Cl
 (10–12)
Error
(%)
BL-CL-12 2.00 0.16 2.1 0.006 14.3
PRI-A1 64.54 1.01 3.6 0.5 0.495 3.7
PRI-A10 63.48 1.00 7.7 0.4 0.318 3.6
PRI-A20 66.13 1.00 4.2 0.5 0.338 4.3
PRI-A30 64.47 1.00 1.8 0.6 0.318 3.8
PRI-A40 61.15 1.00 3.9 0.6 0.244 4.3
PRI-A50 61.04 1.00 4.0 0.6 0.230 4.4
PRI-A60 57.40 1.00 1.1 1.3 0.181 5.0
PRI-B1 64.15 1.00 4.4 0.8 0.187 4.9
PRI-B10 64.41 1.00 3.6 0.8 0.161 5.5
PRI-B16 62.88 1.00 2.44 1.00 0.148 5.0
PRI-C10 63.19 1.00 4.26 1.6 0.152 4.3
PRI-D1 63.03 1.00 6.39 1.2 0.148 4.4
PRI-D10 63.95 1.00 9.01 1.8 0.114 5.9
BL-CL-13 1.99 0.2 0.9 0.004 18.4
PRI-A5 63.23 1.00 2.8 0.8 0.351 4.3
PRI-A15 62.04 1.00 6.9 1.2 0.343 4.5
PRI-A25 61.36 1.00 1.7 0.7 0.278 4.4
PRI-A35 62.28 0.99 3.8 1.3 0.284 4.1
PRI-A45 62.66 1.00 3.1 1.2 0.235 4.8
PRI-A55 62.02 1.00 4.6 0.9 0.191 4.8
PRI-A65 62.78 1.00 2.5 0.8 0.168 6.1
PRI-A70 62.75 1.00 3.8 1.1 0.157 5.1
PRI-A72 62.47 0.99 5.2 1.4 0.167 5.0
PRI-A73 62.42 1.00 3.9 1.4 0.158 5.0
PRI-B5 65.72 1.00 3.8 0.9 0.193 6.2
PRI-B15 62.28 1.00 2.8 0.8 0.179 5.7
PRI-C1 61.11 1.00 4.9 1.2 0.154 5.1
PRI-C5 60.25 1.00 4.8 0.9 0.149 5.1
PRI-C15 62.65 1.00 3.4 0.9 0.165 4.9
PRI-D5 64.56 1.00 9.6 1.6 0.133 5.5
BL-CL-14 1.99 0.16 1.7 0.006 17.4
PRI-A3 62.57 1.01 4.94 1.3 0.392 2.9
PRI-A7 63.10 1.01 2.95 0.9 0.367 3.4
PRI-A12 61.13 1.01 4.05 1.5 0.318 3.5
PRI-A17 62.56 1.01 2.83 0.7 0.336 3.4
PRI-A22 61.52 1.01 4.23 1.4 0.302 3.7
PRI-A27 61.44 1.01 4.65 0.9 0.247 3.9
PRI-A32 60.83 1.01 3.89 1.6 0.274 3.7
PRI-A37 59.12 1.01 6.03 1.6 0.210 4.3
PRI-A42 59.41 1.01 2.51 1.2 0.207 4.3
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PRI-A47 59.72 1.01 3.56 1.1 0.210 3.7
PRI-A52 60.77 1.00 2.54 1.1 0.184 4.0
PRI-A57 62.17 1.00 2.27 0.6 0.200 4.5
PRI-A62 63.31 1.00 2.47 0.8 0.172 4.6
PRI-A67 61.81 0.99 3.55 1.1 0.130 7.0
PRI-B7 63.27 1.00 3.31 0.3 0.194 4.9
PRI-B12 63.51 1.00 2.85 0.8 0.165 4.9
BL-CL-15 4.37 0.14 1.3 0.005 21
PRI-A6 63.73 1.00 7.41 0.7 0.351 4.5
PRI-A13 63.51 1.00 4.84 0.4 0.343 4.4
PRI-A19 62.04 1.00 2.25 0.7 0.384 4.3
PRI-A26 65.12 1.00 4.27 0.5 0.331 4.6
PRI-A33 63.45 1.00 4.92 0.5 0.288 4.1
PRI-A39 63.79 1.00 4.94 0.6 0.205 5.5
PRI-B3 64.43 1.00 3.72 1.6 0.181 5.6
PRI-B6 62.51 1.00 2.86 1.9 0.171 6.1
PRI-B9 64.86 1.00 3.18 1.2 0.179 5.7
PRI-B13 64.96 1.00 2.81 1.0 0.200 5.6
PRI-C4 62.52 1.00 4.08 1.4 0.183 5.6
PRI-C8 61.32 0.99 4.62 0.3 0.165 5.9
PRI-C12 61.51 1.00 4.43 1.4 0.177 5.8
PRI-C16 64.02 0.99 5.09 0.7 0.144 4.7
PRI-D4 64.28 0.99 12.44 1.0 0.126 6.0
PRI-D8 62.98 1.00 9.15 0.9 0.125 5.8
BL-CL-16 1.01 0.18 1.56 0.006 29.8
PRI-C02 65.77 1.01 4.81 0.82 0.171 4.6
PRI-C03 63.12 1.00 3.84 1.05 0.173 5.2
PRI-C06 65.16 1.01 5.08 0.73 0.166 4.6
PRI-C07 67.42 1.01 4.43 0.91 0.172 4.5
PRI-C09 61.05 1.01 5.44 0.67 0.134 5.1
PRI-C11 67.37 1.01 4.30 1.04 0.156 5.0
PRI-C13 64.60 1.00 4.44 0.73 0.162 4.6
PRI-C14 65.85 1.00 4.05 0.77 0.175 4.0
PRI-C17 66.65 1.00 6.32 1.01 0.165 4.6
PRI-D02 62.53 1.01 5.21 0.89 0.148 4.8
PRI-D03 66.50 1.01 11.25 0.71 0.128 4.7
PRI-D06 62.87 1.01 6.82 0.89 0.132 5.0
PRI-D07 67.49 1.01 9.85 1.06 0.122 6.1
PRI-D09 65.94 1.01 9.00 1.03 0.105 5.7
BL-CL-17 1.94 0.17 1.42 0.010 26.3
PRI-A2 65.20 1.00 5.45 0.97 0.404 4.5
PRI-A4 63.73 1.00 5.27 0.79 0.379 4.5
PRI-A8 65.76 1.00 3.86 0.65 0.339 4.0
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PRI-A9 62.96 1.00 5.45 0.68 0.314 4.4
PRI-A11 68.71 1.00 6.38 0.61 0.322 4.4
PRI-A14 64.57 1.00 2.77 0.52 0.361 4.0
PRI-A16 64.68 1.00 2.82 0.67 0.363 4.5
PRI-A18 69.81 1.00 1.52 0.76 0.382 4.1
PRI-B2 69.95 0.99 4.24 0.29 0.185 5.3
PRI-B4 68.60 0.99 3.89 0.15 0.175 5.5
PRI-B8 67.97 1.00 3.21 0.35 0.199 5.0
PRI-B11 65.81 1.00 2.8 0.8 0.179 5.7
PRI-B14 62.02 1.00 2.62 0.24 0.144 5.8
PRI-C18 68.96 0.99 3.85 0.26 0.165 5.6
BL-CL-18 2.99 0.15 0.79 0.000 3095.3
PRI-A21 63.21 1.00 4.71 0.775 0.337 5.2
PRI-A23 62.53 1.01 4.30 0.409 0.293 5.3
PRI-A24 64.06 1.01 4.26 0.620 0.291 5.4
PRI-A28 64.13 1.01 5.52 0.497 0.278 4.9
PRI-A29 64.16 1.01 1.75 1.060 0.316 5.5
PRI-A31 66.13 1.01 2.28 0.480 0.325 4.2
PRI-A34 60.47 1.01 2.83 0.604 0.293 4.7
PRI-A36 57.26 1.01 6.01 0.596 0.249 5.0
PRI-A38 61.14 1.01 6.26 0.746 0.216 5.3
PRI-A41 55.28 1.00 3.38 0.380 0.215 5.4
PRI-A43 62.24 1.01 2.88 0.767 0.251 5.0
PRI-A44 59.02 1.00 3.40 0.710 0.231 5.3
PRI-A46 60.55 1.02 3.99 0.705 0.228 5.1
PRI-A48 61.50 1.01 4.39 0.747 0.214 5.5
BL-CL-19 3.93 0.14 1.04 0.004 36.5
PRI-A49 58.02 1.00 4.05 0.90 0.214 5.9
PRI-A51 57.46 1.01 2.69 0.75 0.190 6.5
PRI-A53 62.44 1.01 1.72 0.95 0.198 6.3
PRI-A54 61.05 1.01 1.83 0.57 0.233 4.4
PRI-A56 59.43 1.01 2.67 31.19 0.173 47.5
PRI-A58 60.28 1.00 1.67 0.58 0.177 4.5
PRI-A59 60.62 0.01 1.52 0.94 0.190 4.9
PRI-A61 58.95 1.00 1.49 1.01 0.184 4.8
PRI-A63 63.72 1.01 2.60 1.34 0.172 5.4
PRI-A64 63.60 1.01 4.56 0.75 0.176 4.5
PRI-A66 65.36 1.01 2.97 0.65 0.161 4.5
PRI-A68 64.40 1.00 3.09 1.12 0.152 4.3
PRI-A69 60.61 1.00 2.31 0.98 0.144 4.9
PRI-A71 62.16 1.00 5.42 0.85 0.146 4.8
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Appendix C. Fault Scarp Dating Tool – a MATLAB code for fault scarp dating with in-situ chlorine-36.
We publish a MATLAB code used to analyze the concentration profile of cosmogenic 36Cl accumulated in situ through 
rupture history of the Priene–Sazlı fault scarp. The code is a version of the forward modeling MATLAB code, Fault Scarp 
Dating Tool (Tikhomirov, 2014). The code models a 36Cl profile accumulated in the fault scarp surface through a guessed 
rupture history and compares the modeled and measured 36Cl profiles with statistical tests. Rupture histories are randomly 
generated in bounded solution space using the Monte Carlo method or optimized using the random walk algorithm to 
achieve the best fit of the modeled and measured 36Cl profiles. The code has a user-friendly interface, built-in help, and an 
example of input and output data.
Data
1. ‘FSDT code’ folder contains following files:
1.1 _how-to_run_the_code.txt – the text file, which explains how-to run the code.
1.2 _List of code’s functions and files – the .pdf file with a list of all files of the code.
1.3 angdist.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: 
November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.4 antatm.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: 
November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.5 BalcoScaling.m – the compilation of functions make_al_be_consts_v22.m and get_al_be_age.m. See CRONUS-
Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.
washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.6 beta_ebar.m – a modification of function P_mu_total.m. See CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age 
calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/
al_be_fctn_desc/
1.7 Calcnbins.m – Calculate the “ideal” number of bins to use in a histogram, using a choice of methods.
1.8 cleanXlsSheets.m – cleans an XLS-file content. http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/answers/642-how-do-
i-clear-the-contents-of-excel-by-sheet/
1.9 colluvium – a subfunction to calculate shielding under colluvium.
1.10 cont_mode.m – finds the modal value of a continuously distributed variable
1.11 d2r.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: 
November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.12 Database_Maker_Help.txt - the help file of Database Maker.
1.13 Database_Maker_Help.txt – the help file of Database Maker.
1.14 DBmaker.m – creates a database for reconstruction of the exposure history of the fault scarp.
1.15 desilets2006sp.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, 
Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.16 dunai2001sp.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 
2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.17 fit1decay.m – approximates data with one exponential decay function.
1.18 FSDT_Database_Maker.fig – the layout description of Database Maker interface.
1.19 FSDT_Database_Maker.m – the control code of Database Maker interface.
1.20 FSDT_Simulator.fig – the layout description of Simulator interface.
1.21 FSDT_Simulator.m – the control code of Simulator interface.
1.22 fun2decay.m – returns the value of sum of two exponential decay functions.
1.23 fun3decay.m – returns value of sum of three exponential decay functions.
1.24 get_rand.m – generates a vector of random values following uniform or normal distribution.
1.25 Histogram_Overview.m – the layout description and the control code of Histogram Overview window.
1.26 lifton2006sp.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 
2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.27 Main_Result.m – the layout description and the control code of Main Result window.
1.28 MonteCarloScarp.m – generates random rupture histories and collects the histories with fit chi-square value 
below the threshold.
1.29 muon_flux.m – a modification of function P_mu_total.m. See CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age 
calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/
al_be_fctn_desc/
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1.30 NCEP2.mat – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: 
November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.31 NCEPatm_2.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 
2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.32 nucl_data.mat – the data file with nuclear physical constants.
1.33 Parameter_Window.m – the layout description and the control code of Resulting Parameter window.
1.34 PMag_Mar07.mat – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, 
Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.35 PointShield_mu.m – calculates the scaled flux of fast muons at the point of footwall.
1.36 PointShield_sp.m – calculates the shielding factor for high-energy neutrons at the point of footwall.
1.37 PointShield_sp_coll.m – calculates the shielding factor for high-energy neutrons at the point of colluvium surface.
1.38 PointShield_sp_th.m – calculates the apparent attenuation length in the footwall surface below colluvium.
1.39 Probability_Density_Plot.m – the layout description and the control code of Probability Density Plot window.
1.40 r2d.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 2: 
November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.41 RandomWalkScarp.m – optimizes the rupture history to achieve a minimum of the fit chi-square value.
1.42 round_from_zero.m – rounds a number to the next higher number.
1.43 Scarp_Visual_Check.m – the layout description and the control code of Visual Check window of the scarp cross-
section.
1.44 ScarpSimulator.m – calculates accumulated 36Cl profile according to the rupture history.
1.45 sec2hhmmss.m – converts seconds into HH.MM.SS format.
1.46 Simulator_Help.txt – the help file of Simulator.
1.47 sky – a subfunction of one formula.
1.48 spall – a subfunction of one formula.
1.49 start – the function to start FSDT with the command ‘start’.
1.50 stone2000.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, Version 
2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.51 stone2000Rcsp.m – see CRONUS-Earth Al-26/Be-10 exposure age calculator, MATLAB function reference, 
Version 2: November 2007. http://hess.ess.washington.edu/math/docs/al_be_v2/al_be_fctn_desc/
1.52 ThermEpithermNeutronCoef.m – calculates the attenuation lengths and coefficients of two group diffusion 
approximation of thermal and epithermal neutrons
1.53 Topo_Visual_Check.m – the layout description and the control code of Visual Check window of the topographic 
shielding.
1.54 TpToTopo.m – converts the bar approximation or the broken-line approximation of the horizon line into the 
binary matrix of the hemisphere mesh.
1.55 Ugol.m – a subfunction of one formula.
1.56 About.txt – about text file.
2. ‘Priene-Sazlı example’ folder contains following folders:
2.1 ‘Input’ folder contains following files:
2.1.1 PRIA.xlsx – the input sheet of the chemical composition and geometry of the Priene-Sazlı samples.
2.1.2 PRI_Shielding.xlsx – the input sheet of the topographical shielding of Priene-Sazlı sampling location.
2.2 ‘Database’ folder contains following files:
2.2.1 Database A.mat’ – the database of Priene-Sazlı A dataset.
2.2.2 Database A_input_data.txt – the input data of FSDT_Database_Maker used to produce the database ‘Database 
A.mat’ of Priene-Sazlı A dataset.
2.2.3 Screenshot of FSDT DBM interface.jpg – the screenshot of FSDT_Database_Maker interface with entered input 
data of Priene-Sazlı A dataset.
